Tesla coil discharges guided by femtosecond laser filaments in air
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A Tesla coil generator was designed to produce high voltage pulses oscillating at 100 kHz synchronisable with a nanosecond temporal jitter. Using this compact high voltage generator we demonstrate reproducible meter long discharges in air at a repetition rate of 1 Hz. Triggering and guiding of the discharges are performed in air by femtosecond laser filaments.

Intense ultrashort laser pulses propagating through atmosphere give rise to spectacular non-linear effects. Owing to a dynamic competition between non-linear optical Kerr self-focusing, and multiphoton ionization induced defocusing, a contracted beam of high peak intensity is formed over long distances. It leaves in its wake a long thin column of weakly ionized plasma (electron density $\sim 10^{16}$ cm$^{-3}$). This process is usually referred to as filamentation$^{1-3}$. Plasma filaments are useful for remote manipulation of high voltage discharges. They can trigger and guide megavolts discharges over several meters$^{4-5}$, carry high DC currents with reduced losses$^{6}$ or deviate arcs from their natural path$^{7}$. These properties are of great interest for applications such as the laser lightning rod$^{8-9}$, virtual plasma antennas for radiofrequency transmission$^{10}$ or high voltage switch.

In this paper, we report experiments of laser guided discharges obtained in air by high voltage bursts delivered by a compact Tesla coil. First we briefly present the Tesla coil developed for this experiment. Then we show results on the influence of laser filaments on the Tesla electric discharges in air.

The experimental setup is illustrated in Figure 1. The ENSTAmobile laser is used to create the plasma filaments in air. This Chirped Pulse Amplified laser chain can deliver femtosecond pulses at 800 nm with a peak power of 7 TW and an energy of 350 mJ per pulse at a maximum repetition rate of 10 Hz. For the present experiment, the 50 fs pulses are stretched temporarily to 700 fs by detuning the compressor stage of the system in order to avoid damages on steering mirrors and focusing lens. The laser beam is focused in air by a 5 m focal convex lens producing a tight bundle of about 50 filaments over a few meters around the geometrical focus of the beam. It produces a weakly ionized plasma column with an initial electron density of $\sim 10^{16}$ cm$^{-3}$, and a nanosecond recombination time$^{11-12}$. We have verified that reducing the laser energy by an order of magnitude while keeping the same pulse duration gives same results as those presented below. Also, 50 fs pulses with corresponding reduced peak intensity give the same plasma column.

The discharges are generated with a home-made Tesla coil. A Tesla coil is basically a voltage elevator transformer (see Figure 2). The coupling of two resonant RLC circuits allows obtaining voltage bursts at radiofrequencies with peak amplitude beyond 350 kV at the output$^{13-15}$. Capacitor $C_1$ is first charged to a potential $V_C$ up to 12 kV. The primary circuit is then closed by a triggered trigatron $S_1$. The jitter of this switch is about 20 nanoseconds. The closing of the switch induces a free voltage oscillation in the primary circuit which is amplified and transferred to the secondary circuit by the mutual inductance $M$ (see Fig. 2). Our Tesla coil is built with the following component values: $C_1 \approx 38$ nF, $L_1 \approx 60$ µH, $C_2 \approx 48$ pF and $L_2 \approx 50$ mH, so that both circuits are tuned to the same resonance frequency,

$$f_2 = f_1 = \frac{1}{2\pi\sqrt{LC}} = 105\,\text{kHz}.$$  

The evolution of the currents $i_1(t)$ and $i_2(t)$ in the circuit can be described by the following equations:

$$\frac{1}{C_1}i_1(t) + R_1\frac{di_1(t)}{dt} + L_1\frac{d^2i_1(t)}{dt^2} + M\frac{d^2i_2(t)}{dt^2} = 0,$$

$$\frac{1}{C_2}i_2(t) + R_2\frac{di_2(t)}{dt} + L_2\frac{d^2i_2(t)}{dt^2} + M\frac{d^2i_1(t)}{dt^2} = 0,$$

where $M = k(L_1L_2)^{1/2}$ is the mutual inductance and $k \approx 0.2$ is the coupling coefficient. Solving these coupled equations with appropriate initial conditions$^{16,17}$, we obtain a beating output voltage which is in very good agreement with our measurements (see Figure 3). The output voltage is measured by a resistive divider consisting of twenty 18-kOhm resistances. Note that the maximum voltage in the secondary loop of the Tesla is reached during the first beat envelope after a delay of $\sim 25$ µs.

Fig. 4 shows examples of guided discharge from the high voltage tip of the Tesla coil to a grounded electrode separated by 50 cm. The pictures are time-integrated images of the visible radiation emitted by the guided HV discharges, recorded perpendicularly to the laser beam propagation axis with a standard CCD camera. The peak voltage on the high voltage electrode is close to 350 kV. This value is about 30% below the voltage threshold for spontaneous discharges. The
same reduction in voltage required for electric discharges has been observed with high voltage supplied by a Marx generator. The plasma column produced by laser filamentation is adjusted to the immediate vicinity of both electrodes. The discharges are triggered and guided with 100 % success. However successful operation requires a precise timing of the trigger with respect to the laser arrival time. Optimum repeatability is achieved when the discharge is initiated by the laser 27 µs after triggering the switch S1 which corresponds to the peak of the voltage in the secondary loop. Setting the delay at 20 or 30 µs (corresponding to a voltage minimum) deteriorates considerably the triggering probability. We note that there is a delay of 5 or 10 µs between the laser arrival time and the initiation of the discharge. A delay between laser pulse arrival and initiation of the discharge has been previously reported and discussed in terms of hydrodynamic expansion of the air heated by the initial plasma column 16-17. We are planning a more detailed study of this retardation effect. We currently operate the system at 1 Hz, but the Tesla could be easily operated at 100 Hz with appropriate cooling of the trigger system. We have measured the discharge current with a Rogowski coil placed around the cable connecting the second electrode to the ground. The peak current reaches several hundreds amperes. This current is increased by a factor two when compared to a natural discharge between the same electrodes. Interestingly we also obtain long guided discharges with a single electrode. Figure 5 shows an example of a two meters long discharge developing on each side of a spherical electrode charged at 350 kV.

In conclusion, we have developed a compact triggerable Tesla transformer able to produce high voltage AC pulses with a 20 ns temporal jitter. Using this Tesla coil together with a TW femtosecond laser we have demonstrated meter long guided electric discharges with high reliability. We have also shown for the first time that it is possible to obtain meter long guided discharges with a single electrode.
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FIG. 1. Experimental setup. The Tesla coil delivers voltage up to 350 kV. The fs laser beam is focused and aligned to be in contact with the high voltage electrode connected to the Tesla terminal capacitor $C_2$.

FIG. 2. Equivalent electrical scheme of our Tesla coil.

FIG. 3. Temporal waveform of voltage $V_2(t)$ at the output of the Tesla coil measured (red continuous line) and calculated with the solution of Eq (1) (blue dotted line).

FIG. 4. Integrated image of guided Tesla discharges between two electrodes separated by 50 cm. The laser comes from the left and the applied voltage peak is 350 kV.
FIG. 5. Integrated image of the guided discharge with a single electrode applying a voltage peak of 350 kV. The laser comes from the left.